Phase Separation and Pattern Formation in a Binary Bose-Einstein Condensate
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The miscibility-immiscibility phase transition in binary Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) can be controlled by a coupling between the two components. Here we propose a new scheme that uses coupling-induced pattern formation to test the Kibble-Zurek mechanism (KZM) of topological-defect formation in a quantum phase transition. For a binary BEC in a ring trap we find that the number of domains forming the pattern scales as a function of the coupling quench rate with an exponent as predicted by the KZM. For a binary BEC in an elongated harmonic trap we find a different scaling law due to the transition being spatially inhomogeneous. We perform a “quantum simulation” of the harmonically trapped system in a ring trap to verify the scaling exponent.
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The formation of topological defects in symmetry-breaking phase transitions is a universal phenomenon relevant to many fields of physics, from cosmology [1] to condensed matter [2–7]. The Kibble-Zurek mechanism (KZM) [8–12] is a theory relating the density of defects in the broken symmetry phase to the time scale of the transition. The scaling law predicted by the KZM has been demonstrated in simulations of phase transition dynamics [13–18], and has motivated many experiments [3–7,19–23]. However, the KZM scaling of defect density with the quench rate has not been verified in the laboratory.

An experiment aiming to observe the Kibble-Zurek (KZ) scaling of defect production must have good control of the progress of the system through the phase transition. The extraordinary degree of flexibility and control available in ultracold gas experiments makes them leading candidates for the accurate testing of the KZM predictions. For example, the spontaneous formation of vortices in a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) following the evaporative cooling of a single-component thermal Bose gas was suggested as a candidate system for studying the KZM [24]. Recently two experiments have observed this phenomenon, although they were not suited for testing the KZM [25,26]. As Bose-Einstein condensation is a classical (thermal) phase transition, the formulation of a KZ scenario for this system requires the control of thermodynamic parameters such as the temperature $T$ and/or the chemical potential $\mu$. This is difficult for an isolated quantum system such as an ultracold gas, as the system thermalizes under its own dynamics rather than through a coupling to a thermal reservoir.

The KZM, however, has been adapted to describe defect formation in quantum phase transitions [27–29], in which a Hamiltonian parameter is ramped through a quantum critical point. Hamiltonian quenches are relatively straightforward to control in an isolated quantum system, and thus suggests that quantum phase transitions are strong candidates for quantitative KZM studies with ultracold gases. An important experiment on this topic was a study of the dynamics of a spin-1 BEC following a magnetic field quench [30], resulting in the formation of topological defects such as spin vortices and polar-core vortices [30]. This experiment was analyzed in the context of the KZM in [16–18], but the KZ scenario in this system is complicated by the unclear role of dipolar interactions [31] and the difficulties involved in imaging and counting the topological defects [30]. A quantum quench from the Mott insulator to superfluid state in a optical lattice was recently reported in [32], but did not demonstrate KZ scaling.

In this Letter we formulate a straightforward, experimentally realistic Kibble-Zurek scenario for a coupling-induced miscibility-immiscibility quantum phase transition in a binary Bose-Einstein condensate [33]. The observable is the number of domains formed in the immiscible phase. The domain walls are stable and long-lived in a ring trap, and may be easily detected using absorption imaging [34,35]. The transition is achieved by reducing the coupling between the two components provided by a microwave or laser field, ensuring precise control of the quench.

We find that a coupling quench of a binary BEC in a ring trap confirms the KZ theory predictions for the resulting number of defects. However, we find that the same transition in a quasi-1D harmonically trapped BEC yields a different scaling exponent for the defect density as compared to the ring BEC and the KZ prediction. We attribute the difference to the motion and decay of the defects. To confirm this we design a spatially dependent quench of the Hamiltonian parameters in the ring trap such that the experiment has the same characteristics as the spatially inhomogeneous phase transition occurring in a harmonically trapped binary BEC.

The physics of binary BECs has been extensively studied in previous work [36,37]. Here we consider a...
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For the ring system we choose parameters $N = 5 \times 10^4$ atoms, $L = 96 \, \mu m$, $a_{11} = a_{22} = a_{12}/2 = 1.325 \, nm$, and $\omega / 2\pi = 2 \, kHz$. With such parameters we have $\xi_s = 1.16 \, \mu m$, $\xi_0 = 0.82 \, \mu m$, and $\tau_0 = 1.8 \, ms$. The spin healing length $\xi_s$ is about two-thirds of the transverse system size, ensuring that the quasi-1D approximation is valid. We simulate quench times $\tau_Q$ over three decades in the range [0.1, 125] ms, and plot the mean number of domains $N_d$ versus the quench time $\tau_Q$ in Fig. 2. We fit a power law $N_d \propto \tau_Q^n$ to the data for $\tau_Q \gtrsim 2 \, ms$, and find $n = 0.341 \pm 0.006$ in good agreement with the KZM prediction of $n = 1/3$. Thus a binary BEC in a ring trap is a strong candidate system for an experimental test of the KZM.

We note that our numerical results deviate from the KZM prediction for rapid quenches with $\tau_Q < 2 \, ms$. For these quench times we find the number of domains is still decreasing at the end of our integration time (see inset of Fig. 2) and thus the mean number of domains plotted in Fig. 2 overestimates the true final number. Numerical instabilities, combined with the known limitations of the truncated Wigner method, prevent us from further extending the integration time [46]. The upper limit to the number of domains is apparent, being $N_d^{\text{max}} = L / \xi_s = 80$.

We now perform simulations of a quasi-1D harmonically trapped system $[V(x) = m\omega^2x^2/2]$ with $\omega / 2\pi = 5 \, Hz$ and other parameters as for the uniform ring trap.

For a system with nonuniform density $\rho(x)$ the critical coupling strength $\Omega_{c\ell}(x)$, and hence the control parameter $\epsilon_g(x,t)$, are spatially dependent and therefore the quantum phase transition is spatially inhomogeneous. The denser central region of the condensate enters the immiscible phase earlier, and a moving front separates it from the parts still in the miscible phase [49] as seen in Fig. 1(b).

The stochastic nature of the simulations means that it is difficult to distinguish domains from density variations near the edge of the condensate, and hence the counting of domains after the quench in the trapped system is problematic. To overcome this issue, we restrict our counting to the central region, where the initial density is greater than a threshold value $\rho_{\text{cut}} = \gamma \rho(0)$. Figure 3 shows results for the final number of domains as a function of quench time for a range of $\gamma$. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the scaling exponent resulting from the fitting of these curves to $N_d \propto \tau_Q^n$ as a function of $\gamma$. The approximately constant value of $n = 0.47$ for $\gamma > 0.3$ suggests that variation of the scaling exponent with $\gamma$ is mostly due to the miscounting of domains.

To help understand the inhomogeneous phase transition, we model a “quantum simulation” of the spatially uniform quench in a harmonically trapped BEC by implementing a spatially dependent ramp of the coupling strength in a ring BEC. This is achieved by choosing $\Omega(x,t) = \max(0, \Omega_{c\ell}(1 - t/\tau_Q)\rho(0)/\rho(x))$ with $g = g_{11} = g_{22} = g_{12}/2$, where $\rho(x)$ is the ground state density of the

![FIG. 2 (color online). Mean number of domains formed $N_d$ as a function of the quench time $\tau_Q$ for a BEC in a ring trap. Blue circles are for a spatially homogeneous quench, and the red diamonds are for a spatially inhomogeneous quench simulating a harmonically trapped system. The open symbols average over 100 trajectories, while the closed symbols average over 1000 trajectories and are used for fitting the scaling exponent $n$. The error bars indicate the standard error. The linear fits to the data yield a scaling exponent $n = 0.341 \pm 0.006$ for the homogeneous quench, and $n = 0.497 \pm 0.015$ for the inhomogeneous quench. Data for the inhomogeneous quench are shifted upwards by a multiplicative factor for clarity. The top right inset shows the same data on a linear scale. The bottom left inset shows the time evolution of the average number of domains for quenches with $\tau_Q \gtrsim 2 \, ms$, for which the mean number of domains is still decreasing at $t = 600 \, ms$.]

![FIG. 3 (color online). Mean number of domains formed $N_d$ versus quench time $\tau_Q$ for a harmonically trapped BEC. The different colors (symbols) correspond to different domain-counting threshold densities $\gamma = \rho_{\text{cut}} / \rho(0)$ (see text). Filled symbols represent ensembles of 1000 trajectories used for estimating the scaling exponent $n$. The left inset shows the value of the exponent $n$ as a function of the density threshold $\gamma$. The dashed (dot-dashed) line indicates the value of $n$ obtained from a simulation of a homogeneous (inhomogeneous) coupling quench in a ring trap as in Fig. 2 (see text). The shaded region in the right inset illustrates the counting region in the BEC density. The flattening of the domain number at long quench times for $\gamma = 0.1$ and $\gamma = 0.2$ is due to the unavoidable miscounting of density fluctuations as domains.]
harmonically trapped system we are modeling. For such a quench the control parameter in the ring is spatially dependent and is identical to $\epsilon_p(x, t)$ for the harmonically trapped BEC. To avoid the divergence of $\epsilon_p(x, t)$ where $\rho(x) \to 0$, we choose the circumference of the ring such that $L < 2R_{\text{TF}}$, where $R_{\text{TF}}$ is the Thomas-Fermi radius of the trapped system being simulated [48]. We plot the number of domains versus quench time in Fig. 2, and find clear evidence for power-law scaling with an exponent $n = 0.497 \pm 0.015$. This “quantum simulation” demonstrates that our result for the scaling exponent in the harmonic trap is robust, but we are unable to obtain this result analytically [48].

We identify two effects potentially contributing to the increase in the scaling exponent in the harmonic trap compared to the ring trap. First, during an inhomogeneous phase transition the difference between the coupling and the critical coupling strength is spatially dependent, and this introduces a preferred direction for the movement of domains. The breaking of translation invariance leads to a larger annihilation rate of domains than in a homogeneous phase transition. During longer quenches domains have more time to annihilate or escape the counting region, resulting in an increase of the observed scaling exponent [48].

Second, it has been proposed that when the front velocity $v_F(x)$ is less than the local speed of sound $v_s(x)$, the parts of the system in the symmetry-broken phase can influence the symmetry breaking in the region undergoing the transition, leading to a suppression of domain formation. This was previously discussed with regard to soliton formation in a thermally quenched Bose gas in Ref. [50]. Below a certain $\tau_0$ there is a spatial region for which the velocity of the front is less than the speed of sound, and this increases in size with increasing $\tau_0$. Thus slower quenches result in a larger spatial region in which domain formation is suppressed, and this contributes to a larger scaling exponent.

Finally, we consider the feasibility of the experiments we propose. No pair of hyperfine states of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ or $^{23}\text{Na}$ naturally satisfies the immiscibility criterion with a spin healing length $\xi_s$ sufficiently small to allow for the formation of multiple domains. However, the two hyperfine states $|1\rangle = |F = 1, m_F = +1\rangle$ and $|2\rangle = |F = 2, m_F = -1\rangle$ of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ have $g_{11} = g_{22}$, and exhibit an interspecies Feshbach resonance that could be utilized to tune $g_{12}$ [51,52]. We estimate that it is possible to attain $\Delta = 0.8$ while keeping inelastic losses sufficiently small to allow enough time to realize the proposed experiment. For a ring BEC of 5000 atoms with $\omega_\perp/2\pi = 2 \text{ kHz}$ and a circumference of 50 $\mu$m, $\Delta = 0.8$ implies $\xi_s = 0.4 \mu$m, $\tau_0 = 351 \text{ ms}$, and $N_{\text{max}} = 50$.

The miscible-immiscible phase transition in binary condensates can also be controlled via the spin-orbit coupling of neutral atoms [53]. In this situation the phase transition to the immiscible state is achieved by ramping up the intensity of two slightly detuned lasers coupling two hyperfine levels of $|F = 1\rangle$ of $^{87}\text{Rb}$. This scheme has the significant advantage of being able to reach the strongly immiscible phase without suffering from the inelastic atom losses common near a Feshbach resonance [54].

For both schemes the stability of domains is ensured far from the transition, as each component acts as an effective potential for the other. In the strongly immiscible regime $\Delta \approx 0.95$ the kinetic and thermal energy are not sufficient to overcome the barriers provided by the domain pattern.

In conclusion, we have shown that the number of domains arising in coupling-induced pattern formation in a binary BEC in a ring trap scales as predicted by the Kibble-Zurek mechanism. Recent demonstrations of ring BECs [40–42], combined with the experimental feasibility of the scheme, make it an excellent candidate for testing the Kibble-Zurek theory. We have also verified that a scaling law exists for harmonically trapped BECs, allowing for a qualitative test of the KZM in this system.
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In the immiscible phase the presence of a domain is characterized by a large difference between the particle density of the two components. The number of domains is characterized by a large difference between the particle density of the two components after Stern-Gerlach separation, e.g., [35].